Let G be a topological group and let G* denote the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions from the unit interval [0, 1] into G with the topology of convergence in measure. With this topology and with pointwise multiplication as the group operation, G* is a topological group. If G is separable and has a complete metric and has more than one point, then Bessaga and Peiczyήski have shown that G* is homeomorphic to h, separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space. This fact is used in this paper to show the existence of separable Frechet manifolds which are topological groups and which have certain algebraic and topological properties.
Introduction* Let X be a metric space and X* be the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions from [0, 1] into X with the topology of convergence in measure. The space X* is a contractible, locally contractible metric space in general. If X has a complete metric, then X* also has a complete metric. Bessaga and Petczyήski [3] have shown that if X is {0, 1}, [0, 1] , or R, then X* is homeomorphic to l 2 , separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space. More recently they have shown [4] that X* is homeomorphic to l 2 whenever X is a complete separable metric space with more than one point. This fact is used in this paper to show the existence of topological groups which are connected separable Frechet manifolds and which have certain algebraic and topological properties. The construction we use is a modification of one used by Hartman and Mycielski [8] . Primarily we study two types of topological groups: periodic topological groups and those topological groups whose underlying group structure is isomorphic to the additive reals. The results are contrasted with the structure theory of locally compact topological groups [10 and 16] and with the theory of infinite-dimensional Lie groups [14] .
In the last section of the paper it is shown that if π is any abelian group, then π is the fundamental group of a completely metrizable topological group G π which is a K (π, 1) . If π is countable, then G π is a separable Frechet manifold. If π is any group, then we show the existence of a completely metrizable homogeneous space which is a K(π, 1). If π is countable, then the space will be a separable Frechet manifold. F E. A o Johnson [12] has shown that for (finite-dimensional) manifolds if π is a group, then there is a manifold M n of type K(π, 1) if and only if π is countable and has finite cohomological dimension. This contrasts with infinite-dimensional manifolds which are of type K(π, 1). Milnor [17] has shown that if π is a countable abelian group and n is any positive integer, then there is a topological group which is a K(π, n) 9 but the space is not a separable Frechet manifold. The author wishes to thank the referee for referring him to the papers of Milnor and Johnson. NOTATION. If X and Y are topological spaces, then X ~ Y will mean that X and Y are homeomorphic. We let R denote the real numbers with the usual topology. We consider R as a topological group with addition as the operation. The rational numbers are denoted by Q, the integers by Z, and the set {0, 1, 2, , n -1} by Z n . The sets Z and Z n have the discrete topology and are considered to be groups with the usual addition. Separable infinite-dimensional Hubert space is denoted by l 2 . A separable Frechet manifold is a separable metric space X such that for each xe X, there is an open set U x in X containing x such that U x ~ l 2 . This terminology comes from the fact that all separable infinite-dimensional Frechet spaces are homeomorphic. See the Introduction in [1] for a list of references to results which, taken together, prove this. If X is a topological space, then π n (X) = π n {X, x) denotes the wth homotopy group of X with base point x.
We assume the rudiments of measure theory as contained in [18] . We let λ denote Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] 
is Lebesgue integrable, then the integral of / is denoted \ fdX. 1* The space of measurable functions* Let X be a metric space with bounded metric d. Let X* be the set of all Lebesgue measurable functions from [0, 1] into X. We identify two functions if the set on which they differ has measure zero. Define This characterizes those spaces X for which X* is homeomorphic to l 2 . In particular, if X is a countable discrete space with more than one point, then X* is homeomorphic to l 2 .
As pointed out in [4], Theorem 1.1 together with the remarks above and results in [19] implies that: (1) every separable metric topological group can be imbedded as a subgroup of a topological group homeomorphic to l 2 ; (2) every complete separable metric topological group can be imbedded as a closed subgroup of a topological group homeomorphic to l 2 ; (3) every separable metric topological group which contains at least two points has a free action on l 2 ; and (4) if G is a separable metric topological group with at least two points and F is any closed subset of l 2 , there is a semifree action of G on l 2 with F as its set of fixed points. In [19] (4) was shown for the case that G was compact.
In this paper Theorem 1.1 will be used to give simple examples of topological groups whose underlying spaces are separable Frechet manifolds and which in addition have certain algebraic and topological properties as well.
2 Periodic topological groups* A group G is said to be periodic provided that each element of G has finite order. It is said to be of period n provided that each element of G has order at most n and some element has order n. By a very complicated means Markov [15] showed that there exist connected periodic topological groups of period two. Hartman and Mycielski [8] pointed out that {0,1}* is an easier example of this. They also pointed out that for each positive integer n, there are arcwise connected, locally arcwise connected, metrizable topological groups G n which are periodic of period n. Here we use Theorem 1.1 to show that if H is any countable periodic group of period n, then there is a topological group G H which is a separable Frechet manifold whose fundamental group is H. It should be pointed out that if G is a locally compact group which is not totally disconnected, then G contains a nondegenerate one-parameter subgroup (see [16, Theorem 1, p. 192] Proof. Let Ω(G n ) denote the loop space of G n with base point leG n and let Ω 0 (G n ) denote the contractible loops. Let m denote pointwise multiplication of loops in Ω(G n ).
With the compact open topology on Ω(G n ), m is homotopic to the ordinary loop multiplication in Ω{G n ) and thus TΓ^GJ = Ω(G n )/Ω 0 (G n ) is periodic of period at most n. For the higher homotopy groups the result follows by induction using the fact that π k+1 (G n [11, p. 109] and the fact that Ω 0 (G n ) is a topological group which is periodic of period at most n under the multiplication m. EXAMPLE 2.2. Let P 3 be real projective 3-space. Then P 3 is a Lie group and P 3 x l 2 is a separable Frechet manifold which is a topological group. The fundamental group of P 3 x l 2 is just Z 2 which is periodic of period two. However, P 3 x l 2 does not admit a topological group structure which is periodic of period two. This is because 7Γ 3 3* Topological groups isomorphic to the additive reals* The additive group of real numbers is characterized as a vector space over the rational numbers Q of cardinality 2**°. The principal examples of locally compact groups whose underlying group is isomorphic to the additive reals are the reals R and the rational solenoid Σ ω [7] . In fact, the only locally compacted topological groups having this underlying group structure are of the form R n x Y[ ieI Σ ω where n is a nonnegative integer and 2 card I ^ 2*° [13] . Consequently, for any locally compact topological group G with G group isomorphic to R and any positive integer m, π m (G) -0. This contrasts with Theorem 3.5 where we show that a topological group G which is a separable Frechet manifold with G group isomorphic to R may have nontrivial fundamental group.
Infinite-dimensional topological groups which are homeomorphic to l 2 and whose group structure is the additive reals are abundant. Any separable infinite dimensional Banach space is an example of one. These examples are Lie groups in the sense of Maissen [14] . The Frechet space ϋ? 00 is an example of one which is not a Lie group in the sense of [14] . Our next theorems show that there may be a much more complicated relationship between the algebraic structure of an infinite-dimensional topological group and its topological structure than these examples would indicate. THEOREM 
There is a topological group G whose underlying group is isomorphic to the additive reals with G ~ l 2 such that G contains no nontrivial continuous one-parameter subgroups.
Proof. Let H be any countable vector space over the rationale Q and let H have the discrete topology with metric d(x, y) = 1 for all xΦy. Let G = ZP. Then G ~ l 2 by Theorem 1.1. Clearly G is a topological group whose underlying group structure is a vector space over Q with cardinality 2 K°. Now suppose that φ: R->G is a continuous one-parameter subgroup in G. (g/n, 0) for all n. Thus p d (g/n, 0) +> 0 and g/n ~» 0, a contradiction. Therefore φ must be identically zero and G has no nontrivial continuous oneparameter subgroups.
Theorem 3.1 should be contrasted with the fact that every locally compact topological group which is not zero-dimensional has a nondegenerate one-parameter subgroup as mentioned earlier. This is also true of infinite-dimensional Lie groups [14] .
Let G be a group and n a positive integer. Then G is said to 186 JAMES KEESLING be n-divisible provided that for each element x in G, there is a y in G with y n -x. A torsion free abelian group is a vector space over Q if and only if it is ^-divisible for all n.
The following proposition was first proved by Banach [2] Let Q be the rationale and let N n = {k2 n : k e Z}. Then {iVn}"=i forms a basis for the neighborhoods of 0 in Q in a topology τ on Q which makes Q into a metrizable topological group [10, p. 18] . Now in the topology τ, the sequence x i = 2 ί has the property that x t -> 0. However, {xJ3}Z=ι does not converge to 0 in Q in the topology τ. Thus the map taking x to x/S is not continuous even though Q is 3-divisible. THEOREM 
If G is a separable completely metrizable topological group whose underlying group is a vector space over Q, then τc n (G) is a vector space over Q for every positive integer n.
Proof. Let G be written additively. Let Ω(G) and Ω 0 (G) be the loop space of G with base point 0 and the contractible loops, respectively. Let m be pointwise multiplication on Ω(G) and Ω 0 (G). Then, as pointed out in the proof of Theorem 2.1, Ω(G) and Ω 0 (G) are topological groups. Clearly Ω(G) is a vector space over Q. Let n be a positive integer. Now Ω(G) is completely metrizable and separable. Therefore the map taking g to g/n is a topological group isomorphism. Thus division by n takes Ω Q (G) onto itself. Thus Ω 0 (G) is ^-divisible for all n and a vector space over Q. Thus the factor group Ω(G)/Ω 0 (G) is also a vector space over Q. Since π^G) ~ Ω(G)/Ω 0 (G) the theorem is proved for the case n = 1. Now Ω(Ω(G)) = Ω(Ω Q (G)) since each loop in Ω(G) with base point 0 must be contained in the arc-component of 0 in Ω(G) which is just Ω 0 (G). Now for n ^ 1, π n+1 (G) ~ π n (Ω(Ω 0 (G))) π n {Ω{Ω{G)) and the theorem follows by induction. Proof. Let π be given the discrete topology and identify π with the constant functions in TΓ*. Then G z = τr*/τr is the required topological group.
A homogeneous space is a topological space X such that X~ G/H where G is a topological group, H is a closed subgroup, and G/H is the decomposition space of right (or left) cosets of H with quotient topology. If π is any group, then π*jπ is a homogeneous space which is a K(π, 1). K(π, 1) , then all homotopy groups of the covering space I of I vanish. Since X is also a separable Frechet manifold, it has the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Thus X is contractible. By [9] , X must be homeomorphic to l 2 . In the examples given above this is clearly the case.
The last results in the paper have to do with the higher homotopy groups of topological groups which are separable Frechet manifolds. REMARK 4.5. In this remark we state some facts about Lie groups in order to contrast them with Theorems 4.1 and 4.4. First of all, if L is a connected Lie group, then L is homeomorphic to R n x K where K is a compact Lie group [16, pp. 188-189] . Thus every Lie group has the homotopy type of a compact Lie group and thus of a compact manifold. Therefore its fundamental group must be finitely presented. By Theorem 4.1, the fundamental group of a topological group which is a separable Frechet manifold need not be finitely presented.
Another fact about Lie groups is that π 2 (L) = 0. Theorem 4.4 shows that this need not be true for topological groups which are TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS WHOSE UNDERLYING SPACES 189 separable Freehet manifolds. To show this let L be any compact simply connected Lie group. Then π k (L) Φ 0 for some k Ξ> 3. Then let H = L x l 2 which is a topological group and a separable Frechet manifold. Then let G' be the group given by Theorem 4.4 for n = k -2 and H arbitrary. Then τr 2 (G') = π k (L) Φ 0.
